
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION AND CIVIL WAR

I. Content: Concept--There are numerous similarities and differences between the American Revolutionary War and the
American Civil War. II. Prerequisites: The.

Virginia secedes. Gandhi peaceful protests. Although the terms refer to two distinct events, there are some
similarities between them. Other laws, such as the Currency Act , which impractically regulated paper money,
and the Quartering Acts , which forced colonists to house and feed British troops, caused additional discord
between the 13 colonies and the crown abroad. Conversely, civil wars may fought among religious, ethnical,
social and cultural minority groups and may or may not see the involvement of the government as one of the
fighting parties; and Violence and non-violence: as per definition, civil wars are violent. Colonial military
leaders, such as General George Washington, made excellent use of allied French troops to bolster limited
manpower and had the advantage of fighting on their own territory. They free "Negro and Mulatto" children
born after a particular date, once they reach a specific age usually between 18 and  Also, the teacher will
interview the class, asking which activities were most helpful and how else the lesson could have been
modified to be even more effective. It was a story that projected backwards the unity and sovereignty they
wanted to foster in the new nation. The slogan " no taxation without representation " gains traction, as
colonists grow angry that they have no representation in the British parliament that voted unanimously for the
Stamp Act. Although the two concepts may, at times, be interchangeable, there are some key differences that
clearly distinguish one from the other. When and where have civil wars been fought? The outcome of a civil
war depends on the motivation for the armed conflict and the military actions of the involved belligerents. For
instance, according to recent studies, there are five elements that are likely to create an unstable environment
that might lead to revolutionary acts. June George Washington becomes Commander in Chief of the 13
colonies. In naval action, British and colonial ships fought in the Caribbean, Mediterranean, off the coast of
Spain, and in several other sea skirmishes, largely the result of British attempts to blockade or impede trade to
and from the colonies. Of wounded soldiers, the Union suffered around ,, wounded, while the Confederacy
had about , , In fact, most battles in this war were won by British forces, with the tide of the war only turning
after a colonial alliance with France and a de facto alliance with Spain. May: The Virginia House of Burgesses
passes a series of resolutions that declare Virginians cannot be subjected to taxes without elected
representation, as per traditional British law. The Southern states suffered under Reconstruction, preyed upon
by Northern speculators and conmen. At that point, the students work in small groups to complete their team
copy of the Modified T-chart. The style of war often reflects this disparity. The second team then selects a
category card and the game continues in this manner until all categories are used. What is a Civil War?


